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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On 30-31 October 2012, 230 members of the

achieved since the launch of a range of human capital

environmental community and the skills community,

development strategies and sector skills plans in

spanning all tiers of government, education providers,

2010. A key aim was to identify sector wide actions

businesses and NGOs, met to discuss the current status

and action leads to tackle remaining challenges.

and future needs of ‘green skills’ in South Africa.
Mindful of the skills we need in order to green our
economy and take greater care of our natural
resources, the delegates noted that environmental
education, training and skills development have not
received adequate attention from the state, industry
or the scientific establishment, despite reports that a

Sector leaders and champions provided food for
thought with key note presentations, progress
updates and a plenary round table discussion.
Opportunities for delegate participation were created
through a digital audience survey and eight 2-hour
working sessions.

green, low-carbon growth path can sustain our economy
and create significant employment in the short, medium
and longer term.
The Summit was convened and funded by the
Department of Environmental Affairs Sector Education,
Training and Development Directorate, with CATHSSETA
(Culture, Arts, Tourism, Hospitality and Sport Sector
Education and Training Authority) and GreenMatter,
led by the South African National Biodiversity Institute
and the Lewis Foundation.
These working sessions and their outcomes spanned
several aspects of the human capacity development
system. A task team was appointed to explore further
how FET Colleges can skill more young people to
take up new, entry level environmental jobs. For the
Higher Education system, another group was tasked
to engage SETAs, Department of Higher Education
and Training and employers, to create more and better
structured opportunities for students who need
work placements for a compulsory experiential
learning year. Steps were also identified and leads
Discussions spanned the broad environmental sector
from water and energy to biodiversity and waste.
Following an inaugural National Environmental Skills
Summit in 2011, NESS 2012 focussed on progress

appointed to better communicate available opportunities
and initiatives to students and staff. The lack of
adequate mentoring is a significant stumbling block
and a system of national and regional working

For Skills Summit 2012 updates and presentations go to www.greenmatter.co.za
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (continue)
groups was established to better equip existing and

NESS 2012 was rated ‘impressive’ and ‘excellent’ in

new mentors, to fulfil this task within their time

both informal feedback and a formal post-event survey,

constraints. A range of measures are necessary to

and delegates felt that its objectives had been

strengthen environmental organisations so that they

achieved. The programme content was appropriate

are able to attract, use, retain and equip talented

and the opportunities for participation were valued.

staff with the necessary skills. To this end, delegates

There is still room for improvement. Working Sessions

signed up to join existing and new initiatives with

should be longer and progress achieved between

a focus on human resources and organisational

Summits must be brought more effectively into the

development for the environmental sector; to form a

deliberations, so that discussions can move more

community of practice for human capital development

readily from unpacking the issues, to developing

research with an environmental focus; and to contribute

solutions. Greater specialism among key note speakers

to an ongoing conversation on the nature and

and session leads may also assist in this regard.

development of leadership for sustainability. The
National Environmental Skills Planning Forum was
given a mandate to take on an oversight role for
the actions arising from the Summit; to grow
and expand its mandate as appropriate; and to
explore ways in which to achieve greater organisation
and professionalisation in the sector, without losing
its current diversity and strengths. Finally, it was
agreed that the discussion on unlocking the demand
for green jobs that was started at the Summit, needed
to be taken further, and the session leads were asked
to submit a proposal in this regard to the Forum,
with a view to wider participation and a greater
focus on solutions.

The Summit was well attended, with a 30% core
of delegates who had attended the 2011 Summit,
and 70% new participants. There was a strong
feeling that the platform was valuable, but also that
participation needs to be even broader, e.g. business
and industry was under-represented. To achieve
greater coordination and more concerted efforts to
skill South Africans to benefit from a green economy,
delegates were challenged to engage those who
were not at the Summit, and draw them into an
active, growing community working for environmental
skills and transformation. It is noteworthy that interested
parties registering late had to be put on a waiting
list, and with more funding at least 40 more delegates
could have been registered.

4
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1. Introduction
1.1

Background and Purpose

The Department of Environment Affairs (DEA),

have been developed in 2009-2010. These strategies

together with partners CATHSSETA(Culture, Arts,

highlight the need for sector wide platforms to

Tourism, Hospitality and Sport Sector and Education

deliberate the common challenges in the HCD

Training Authority), the Lewis Foundation, SANBI

pipeline and to collectively work on solutions.

(South African National Biodiversity Institute) and

Against this background, the Biodiversity Human

implementing partner GreenMatter, hosted the 2012

Capital Development Strategy (BHCDS), developed

National Environmental Skills Summit (NESS) on

by SANBI and the Lewis Foundation, prioritised an

30-31 October 2012 at the Indaba Conference

annual Environmental Skills Summit to be offered by

Centre in Johannesburg. The event was attended by

key partners.

230 delegates over the two days, and resulted in a
declaration, resolutions and 38 individual action
items to take forward.
The NESS is an opportunity for stakeholders from
across the environmental sector (water, energy,
biodiversity, waste and more) from government,
NGO’s, the education and training sector and business,
to come together and discuss the current status and
future needs of environmental skills in the country,
and how to address them.
In 2010, government’s Economic Cluster convened
the first Green Economy Summit, to map out a green
growth pathway that creates jobs while reducing
pollution and using South Africa’s natural resources
wisely. There is growing recognition that economic
growth cannot be at the expense of ecosystems, as
reflected in Strategic Priority 9 of the Medium Term
Strategic Framework for 2009-2014: Sustainable
use and management of natural resources. Ministerial

The aims of an annual Environmental Skills Summit
are to:
• Exchange information regarding human capital
development;
• Lobby the national skills planning system and
structures e.g. the Department of Higher Education
and Training, Sector Education and Training
Authorities (SETAs) and other agencies that
provide opportunities for skills development;
• Obtain synergy and co-ordination, e.g. between
higher education and the workplace, and between
different HCD processes;
• Identify and deliberate as a sector how to address
HCD related problems and challenges;
• Showcase successes, and
• Contribute to the review and ongoing development
of HCD strategies.

Performance Agreements include the protection of
environmental assets and natural resources. To
deliver on these imperatives, our country needs
environmental skills and historically, skills development
in this area excluded the majority of the population.
To address this situation, a number of sectoral plans
and Human Capital Development (HCD) strategies

For Skills Summit 2012 updates and presentations go to www.greenmatter.co.za
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1. Introduction (continue)
1.2. Partners and Scope
Funding for NESS 2012 was provided by CATHSSETA,
DEA and the Lewis Foundation. These partners, with
SANBI and GreenMatter, actively shaped the NESS
programme through a conference task team.
While two of the lead partners have a strong focus
on biodiversity and conservation, the scope of NESS
was the broader range of environmental issues and
green economy dimensions.

1.3. Attendance
NESS 2012 was attended by 230 delegates over the two days, 50 up from the 2011 event. The interest
was such that several late registrations had to be turned away; at least 40 more participants could have
been registered, with additional funding support. Of the delegates, 23% had attended the 2011 Summit;
77% were newcomers.
Partner funding covered all costs and there was no registration fees. Delegates were responsible for their
own travel and accommodation.
Delegate representation determined by digital survey was as follows:

4% Students

20% Educators
16% Skills planners
cialists

5% Human Resource spe

15% Operations
21% Officials

3% Funders
2% Journalists
0% Crew

y of the
12% Not described by an

above

Figure 1: Delegates’ demographic profile according to categories provided

6
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According to the survey, government officials, educators and skills planners formed the majority of attendees. The
data suggests that more than 10% of delegates are of unknown representation; it would be wise to ascertain
the nature of participation in more detail at future summits. Industry and business representation needs to increase,

as

well

as

participation

from

across

the

environmental

spectrum

(especially

water, waste and energy).
The digital survey established that most delegates had a sound understanding of the focus of the Summit and
were there ‘for the right reasons’, as indicated in Figures 2 and 3.
es

ronmental issu

5% Solving envi

g biodiversity

14% Developin

ental work

s for environm

g skill
73% Developin
skills

n Economy

ng the Gree
9% Understandi

Figure 2: Responses to the question: I understand this event is primarily about …

e

te to the caus
22% Contribu

ignment
52% Achieve al

rts
between effo

our work
3% Showcase
oblem
1% Solve my pr
e
21% Learn mor

Figure 3: Delegates’ Reasons for Attending (According to Given Categories)
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2. PROGRAMME
2.1. Key Note Addresses
The opening address on 30 October was given by

on Human Capacity as a form of ‘Planetary Boundary’,

DEA’s COO and Acting Director General, Ms Lize McCourt.

scientific reports on the state of the planet are silent

She reminded delegates of the challenges before

on the education and learning dimensions that are

them, which included:

so vital if society is to respond well to the environmental
challenges facing us. The educational project was not

• Changing minds and hearts

simply one of ‘raising awareness’, but of building human

• Building a workforce with the right skills, and

capacity to tackle socio-ecological issues. To this end

transitioning faster to realise the many skills we need

a greater privileging of education was required,

• Including the majority of the population that was
previously excluded.

along with a re-think of education itself. Prof LotzSisitka argued that the nature of ‘new knowledge’ in
science and on the environment is dynamic, partial

Ms McCourt emphasised the importance of coordination

and often contested. This necessitates a re-think of

and working together; the NESS was an opportunity

not only what but also how we design curricula for

for a synergistic approach to challenges and solutions,

and teach in schools, universities and work-places.

to capitalise on the energy and passion, raise awareness

Education has a new purpose related to the future of

of the Green Economy and make it happen. There is

humanity on the planet. The time lag in accessing

much to be done in the skills development area

new knowledge via the national curriculum is

(from new courses, to careers advice, to bursary

10 years – this is inadequate for the challenges we

programmes) and it is time to roll up sleeves and get

face. At the same time, we have not yet succeeded in

to work on this mammoth task!

ensuring full access to education for all.

The key note address was delivered by Prof Heila

The opening address on 31 October was delivered

Lotz-Sisitka, professor in education at the Rhodes

by Mr Mike Tsotsetsi, CEO of CATHSSETA. Mr Tsotsetsi

University Environmental Learning Research Centre.

challenged business and industry to participate more

According to this deeply thought-provoking address

actively in the NESS and in environmental skills and
jobs development; he also challenged South Africa’s
skills agencies to deliver more for the significant
sums that are being allocated for skills development,
with too little to show for it. CATHSSETA’s role is to
create an enabling environment for skills development
so trained people can contribute to the economy.
Every sector has a role to play in growing and
contributing to a green economy. We also need
greater collaboration between SETAs, government
departments and industry. SETAs do not exist in a
vacuum and cannot have impact unless employers

8
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are involved. There would be better alignment of

play a role in supporting this great opportunity to

graduate competencies to employer expectations if

unlock the potential of the green economy and close

employers played a role in developing the curriculum

the skills gap. The dynamics of the environment

and in using workplaces as training spaces. It is

affect us all and a coordinated approach is needed

particularly important for the environmental sector

for economic growth while preserving the country’s

to have strong employer involvement in skills planning,

natural splendour.

as so many of the qualifications are new.

The key note sessions succeeded in providing food

Mr Tsotetsi pointed out that the SETAs are aligned

for thought as reflected in the fact that they were

to the National Skills Development Strategy and

referred to several times in the sessions following

that NESS supports goal 1 of NSDS III: Establishing a

on from them; this despite the fact that some sector

credible mechanism for skills development. Following

leaders declined their invitations at a late stage, and

involvement in 2001, CATHSSETA came on board to

some confirmed speakers withdrew late.

2.2. HCD Updates
The plenary sessions also afforded opportunities

The Water Sector Skills Intervention Plan presentation

for delegates to be updated on progress made with

was cancelled with apologies from Verena Meyer,

human capital development since 2011, when the

Department of Water Affairs. It was recognised that

first national environmental skills summit was

the Water Learning Academy received an award as

convened. Delegates heard of progress but also

the best skills development programme in the public

remaining issues in the implementation of the

sector.

Environmental Sector Skills Plan and the National
Environmental HCD Strategy (DEA); the revised Sector
Skills Plan for the Energy and Water Sector (EWSETA);
the Waste Innovation HCD Strategy (Department of
Science and Technology); the Biodiversity Human
Capital Development Strategy (GreenMattter); Groen
Sebenza, the Presidential Jobs Fund project in the
Biodiversity Sector (SANBI); and implementation

Delegates found these updates useful but one
respondent noted that even more time could be
dedicated to showcasing pockets of innovation and
excellence. There was also a request that the
Environmental Assessment Practitioners Association
of South Africa give an update on that front at the
next Summit.

projects such as the accredited local government
environmental practices training programme through
a partnership between LGSETA and WESSA (Wildlife
and Environment Society of South Africa).

For Skills Summit 2012 updates and presentations go to www.greenmatter.co.za
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2. PROGRAMME (continue)
2.3. Round Table Discussion
The aim of this high-level discussion was to generate
a robust dialogue between committed sector leaders
and environmental champions who understand the
importance of having the right quality of skills available
to support our country’s green growth path.

The panellists were Dr Albert van Jaarsveld (President

Audience participation was enhanced by the use of a

of the NRF), Dr Albert Modi (Dean and Head of

digital voting system, through which delegates could

Schools, UKZN), Dr Tanya Abrahamse (CEO, SANBI),

indicate their opinions on a number of incisive questions.

Ms Alexandra Mathole (Executive Director, Sustainability

The discussion was stimulating and generated the

& Corporate Affairs, Siemens Africa) and Mr Daryl Mclean,

following recommendations and challenges to delegates:

independent labour market specialist. Led by questions
posed by facilitator Jon Foster-Pedley of Henley
South Africa School of Business, and the floor, they
discussed the topic: How do we skill a knowledge
economy to drive a thriving green economy?
What will it take from us as environmental champions
- national, sector, and business leaders? And what
are we willing to commit to this quest?

• Work with and contribute to the National
Development Plan.
• Enhance and strengthen collaboration between
government, business and academia.
• Discuss paradigm shifts required to address deep
seated and multi-faceted issues.
• Keep the conversation going and harness collective
passion into action.
Some delegates felt that the session was too short
and that it had to be cut just when really interesting
and controversial issues were being raised.

10
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2.4. Networking Event
The NESS 2012 partners hosted delegates for a
networking event and dinner at the conference venue.
Mr Brian Goodall, Chairman of the Lewis Foundation
Board of Trustees, welcomed delegates and handed
out prizes to lucky draw winners.

2.5. Working Sessions
The Summit Programme featured eight Working

delegates, priority actions to take the issue forward,

Sessions which addressed issues that the sector and

and task teams of individuals who were prepared to

conference task team had identified as significant.

take up these actions. These outcomes are outlined

Each Session Lead was tasked to identify, with

in section 3.

2.6. Closing Plenary
The closing plenary re-capped the main themes and

action leads who were willing to take forward the

Day 1 outcomes of the NESS and the points that

recommended actions. Delegates were apprised of

would be included in the Declaration and Resolutions

the outcomes of the session on Sector Organisation

(which were finalised post the event). Rapporteurs

and Professionalisation (see Section 3.7 below)

from each of the working sessions on Day 2 presented

and asked to vote to provide the Forum with a

their main outcomes and announced the names of

sector mandate.

For Skills Summit 2012 updates and presentations go to www.greenmatter.co.za
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3. OUTCOMES
3.1. Declaration and Resolution
A declaration and set of resolutions were drafted
immediately after NESS 2012 concluded. This
documented, enclosed here as Appendix 1, represents
key points made during plenary discussions, drawing
on notes kept by dedicated rapporteurs. In many
cases direct quotations were used. The declaration
was circulated to and approved by the Task Team.

3.2. Working Session 1a: FET Colleges for Green Skills
Key inputs made during session:
Challenges highlighted in the Green Paper for
Post-School Education and Training were presented
as the context and rationale and a report back on
what has been done so far.
DHET presentation: There is a huge demand on FET
colleges. They can link with partners to offer courses.
They can offer NQF LS Higher Education programmes
in partnership with universities. There is a need for
bridging programmes.
Issues to consider in developing environmentrelated qualification/s:

Lead: Vivian Malema, SANBI

• Need and relevance

Scribe: Donovan Fullard, SANBI

• Type of qualification/s

Aim: To plot the roadmap that is necessary for
FET Colleges to offer green skills or environmental
qualifications:
• What implementation model can we propose?
• What are the resource implications?
• Determine priorities for the way forward/next steps.

12

• Registration and content
• Target groups
• Entry and exit requirements certification
A process for curriculum development was outlined.
Key question raised by participants of the session:
How do we encourage or create opportunities for

For Skills Summit 2012 updates and presentations go to www.greenmatter.co.za

career guidance in the skills development pipeline

The above recommendations were presented at

to promote FET Colleges and the courses offered?

the National Environmental Skills Planning Forum

Recommended Actions:

meeting on 6 December, 2012. The Forum endorsed
the initiative and clarified the focus of the initiative,

• Establish a task team with representation from

which is not a general intention to raise environmental

government, NGOs, industry, service providers,

awareness among FET students, but a specific intention

and research specialists. The task team should

to enable FET graduates to take up green jobs, by

focus on a deeper scoping exercise or process to

developing job related green skills. The Forum asked

audit and analyse what already exists. Action lead:

Ms Vivian Malema (SANBI) and Mr Thomas Mathiba

Vivian Malema (SANBI) and Thomas Mathiba (DEA)

(DEA) to lead a Task Team to produce a work plan

• Mainstream Green Skills in existing courses or in
the FET College system. Target the inclusion of

for submission to the Forum by the time of its first
quarterly meeting in 2013.

green skills in fundamental courses offered by FET
Colleges or recommend a fourth fundamental.

3.3.	Working Session 1b: Experiential Learning – How do we better resource
the EL year?
Aim: Come up with practical solutions and action
plans with a focus on how the sector can better
resource (with funds, mentors, guidelines) the
compulsory practical/cooperative learning/experiential
year for conservation students.
Key inputs made during session:
Experiential learning should also be an integral part
of all other environmental students, and efforts are
also required to strengthen that integrated experiential
learning, for example establish a culture of fieldwork
Lead: Andrew Purnell and Philip Ducas, NCC- Group

at universities where this is not currently the case.
This is not the focus of this discussion, however.

Scribes: Eureta Rosenberg, Andrew Purnell and
Philip Ducas

For Skills Summit 2012 updates and presentations go to www.greenmatter.co.za
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3. OUTCOMES (continue)
Delegates recalled what stood out from their EL year

It was noted that the WIL year is not counted as a

(personal perspectives), including the following:

proper degree, because there is no articulation to

• being employed and earning a salary;

a further degree.

• transformative ‘aha’ moments;
• when the theory from the preceding two years
suddenly makes sense when it is applied in practice;
• the opportunity to learn through making mistakes
and having supportive colleagues; and
• engaging with a mentor.
What do we need resources for? Mentors, training,
guidelines, making sure the workplace is ready to
receive the student (space, ‘tools of the trade’ - computer,
vehicle). These can be barriers to placements.
Is the “silent B”(biodiversity) in CATHSSETA adequately
resourced? It would be good to get an indication
of the number of graduates who are required in
the sector every year, and then only take in new

1.	Set up a Forum to attend to the many issues raised
and move us forward:
• NCC to design the mandate and objectives for
the Forum

students accordingly.
It can be difficult to engage SETAs, e.g. City of Cape Town
gets no feedback from LGSETA as to why funding
requests are at times not granted. Employers’ experience
is that bureaucracy stands in the way of accessing
the resources.

• C ould be called an Enviro-WIL Forum (or
something else)
• Forum must include a champion and task team(s)
to drive certain approaches
2.	Engage with and learn from existing initiatives,

Under the Programme of Quality Management (PQM)
for universities the Work Integrated Learning (WIL)
year is not subsidised through DHET. It was noted
that universities get staff points for doing WIL. This
was described as a ‘step in the right direction’.
(Minister Nzimande is very passionate about the
availability of work placements for students to
complete their degrees, and made a personal statement
to this effect at the subsequent PSETA Colloquium on
26 November at the Burgers Park Hotel in Pretoria).

14

Recommended Actions:

such as:
• South African Society for Continuous Education
(SASCE)
• DHET for Best Practice Guidelines (possibly)
• Tshwane University of Technology
• The Environmental Impact Assessment Association
has addressed some of these aspects.
• Add CapeNature to the WIL Network.
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3. Increasing access to funding for the WIL year:

• Include a 360degree evaluation, from students as well.

• Describe and share protocols for accessing funding

• Use accredited service providers to train mentors,

from the various SETAs (LGSETA, CATHS SETA).
• Set up an online forum, where employers can post
questions, get responses from colleagues and from
a SETA representative, on how best to access funding,
what the procedures are.
• Set up an inter-SETA forum with DHET for the
NESP Forum to engage at high level, to address

build and share a database. Identify the generic/core
skills required for mentoring, and share these with
organisations. There is an ETDP SETA qualification
in mentoring – consider it as guideline.
• Also support these mentors in organisations, for
example, ensure that all posts are filled; possibly
share mentors. Hold mentoring meetings.

remaining issues. Include an approach DHET to

• To give recognition to the work of mentoring

access the Workplace Grant or what is in its place now?

(or enforce it), make it a Key Performance Area, or

• Minister Nzimande has called for workplaces to
become sites of learning, including the public sector.
4.	Increasing access to placements and the availability
and quality of training:
• Set up a database of WIL training providers – WWF
(Julia September) and OTS (Karen Vickers) are
willing to assist.
• Identify the barriers to placements (e.g. inadequate
resources in the workplace)

make it a requirement for professional registration
(both recommendations were contentious).
• Reduce the paperwork involved in mentoring –
use standardized templates (see National Zoo in
Pretoria for templates). Interns’ reporting – see
SANParks’ monthly report formats and log books.
The above recommendations were presented at the
National Environmental Skills Planning Forum meeting
on 6 December, 2012. The Forum endorsed the initiative
and asked Dr Glenda Raven (WWF) to convene a

• Include the students’ training needs as part of

meeting with the environmental line SETAs. A meeting

Workplace Skills Plans (although this limits the

has been scheduled for 4 February 2013 with

amounts available).

CATHS SETA, EWSETA, LGSETA and PSETA. Dr Raven

• Explore opportunities with smaller agencies as
placement sites – with adequate attention to the
availability of mentors.

and Dr Rosenberg will clarify with NCC and other
role players their respective roles and report back at
the next Forum meeting.

• Start a forum for organisations who do placements
on www.greenmatter.co.za Share what is already
available, e.g. templates and help with setting up
internal mentoring networks.

For Skills Summit 2012 updates and presentations go to www.greenmatter.co.za
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3. OUTCOMES (continue)
3.4.	Working Session 1c: Innovating Human Resources and Organisational
Development
Participating partners: WESSA SustainEd, NCC
Environmental Services (Linda Mare)
Contributing partners: NCC: L Mare, Andrew Parnell
Task team 2: Capacity Development
Lead partner: SANParks (Agatha Khumwane), City of
Cape Town (Bongani Mnisi), NCC (L Mare)
Task team 3: Generator and Custodian of Resources
Lead partner: Not identified
Participating partners: Conservation SA (Tenille Rode)
Task team 4: Advocacy
Lead and Facilitator: Glenda Raven and Phiwa Zulu
Scribe: Andrea Gordon, WESSA

Lead partner: Not identified
Participating partners: SANParks (Harry Biggs),

Aim: The Human Resource and Organisational
Development (HR and OD) Network had collaborated
during the session on ways of expanding the leadership
and coordination (currently from WWF) to include

City of Cape Town (Bongani Mnisi)
Task team 5: Monitoring and Reporting
Lead partner: Not identified
Participating partners: SANParks (Nomthinjana Maxele);

other organisations.

WESSA (Andrea Gordon); Kensile Consultancy
Recommendations:

(Dr Henry Wanyama).

Task teams were allocated to specific roles within
the network and different individuals and/or
organisations committed to leading a task team,
participating or contributing to existing teams. These
are as follows:

These recommendations were presented at the
National Environmental Skills Planning Forum meeting
on 6 December, 2012. The Forum endorsed the
initiative and asked Dr Glenda Raven (WWF) to lead
a GreenMatter Steering Committee with the support

Task team 1: Benchmarking best practice

and inputs of Mr Daryl Mclean (Equality Solutions)

Lead partner: KZN Department of Agriculture &

to produce a work plan for submission to the Forum

Environmental Affairs, Dr TA Fasheun

16

by March 2013.
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3.5.	Working Session 1d: Demand Side Dialogue – Realising the Opportunities
for Green Work
Guest Panel Presenters:
• Emma Algotsson: Coordinator Environmental Rights
Project: Legislation and Compliance.
• T ich Pesanayi: SADC Regional Environmental
Education Programme: Sustainable Agriculture.
• Andre Goosen: PricewaterhouseCoopers: Business
Sustainability Reporting and Auditing.
• Saphira Patel: Development Bank of Southern Africa:
Green Infrastructure and other development issues
• Kevan Zunckel: Zunckel Ecological & Environmental
Services: Payment for Ecosystem Services and
Leads: Mike Ward, WESSA and Stephen Beukes,
NCC-Group
Scribes: Stephen Beukes and Liz Robson

Natural Capital
• Steve Nicholls: National Business Initiative (NBI):  
Water risks; Business and Sustainability
• Kinesh Chetty (GreenerFuture)

Aim: Identify initiatives that can stimulate the realisation
of jobs in the green economy - How do we create the
demand for environmental protection, a green economy
and greater environmental justice?
Actions and Recommendations:
This was primarily an input session. The main themes
to emerge included:
• Enforcement of environmental legislation is important
in driving change;
• The need for integration across sectors and levels
to get a common understanding of sustainability
and what needs to be done;
• Still to be identified: Initiatives to achieve such a
common understanding.

For Skills Summit 2012 updates and presentations go to www.greenmatter.co.za
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3. OUTCOMES (continue)
These recommendations were presented at the

• Important work is left to chance; e.g. there is no

National Environmental Skills Planning Forum meeting

environmental focus to the Strategic Infrastructure PS.

on 6 December, 2012. The Forum further noted
the following:
• This is a new area of work that requires a coordinated
effort and resources. Among the many agencies
working on greening initiatives are Groen Sebenza
(unlocking green jobs), SALGA (greening local

• EWSETA offered to convene an inception meeting.
• The Forum asked Mike Ward and Stephen Beukes
to lead on writing a proposal for the way forward
including and a clear programme of action with
allocated resources, by January 31, 2013.

development initiatives), PSETA (green procurement
skills), and others. Efforts are fragmented and the
Quality Council for Trades and Occupations (QCTO)
has a problem with coordinating environmental
qualifications.

3.6.	Working Session 2a: HCD Research towards improved Skills Intelligence
for the Environmental Sector
Aims: Respond to the limited and disconnected
research efforts and priority HCD research needs in
the sector:
• Connecting research efforts in building the bigger
picture on sector skills
• Building consensus on priority HCD research areas.
Recommended Actions:
1.	Environmental HCD Community of Practice (CoP)
established with 9 members. Proposed that the CoP
meet at CATHSSETA Offices on 24 or 25 January 2013
Lead and Facilitator: Presha Ramsarup, PhD candidate
at Rhodes University

2.	Expand this CoP to include all SETAs, government

Scribe: Shivanthini Nagalingam, CATHSSETA
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to commence work. (This has not yet taken place.)
departments and relevant departments from
Higher Education Institutions
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3.	Ensure buy-in and participation from other SETA
CEOs into this CoP.
4.	Establish a HCD Research agenda to improve skills
intelligence, environmental learning pathways
and environmental occupations
5.	Coordination of research efforts and collaboration
in terms of data sharing
6.	NSDS III places this directly in the mandate of all

These recommendations were presented at the National
Environmental Skills Planning Forum meeting on
6 December, 2012. The Forum heard that there
is considerable research undertaken, but in an
uncoordinated manner. The Task Team was asked to
assist in connecting people conducting research in
this field, and to report back in this regard, and on
its other intended actions, at the next quarterly
meeting of the Forum.

SETAs, therefore each SETA should be driving this
within the 12 sub-sectors of the environmental
sectors.
Task Team Leads:
1. Leonard Strong (CATHSSETA)
2. Presha Ramsarup (Rhodes University)
Additional Task Team Members:
3. Candice Moodley (EWSETA Marketing and Research)
4. Mucha Togo (SAQA Research Unit)
5. Shanna Nienaber (DST)
6. Vivian Malema (SANBI)
7. June Lombard, iCando (Waste Research)
8. Lameez Eksteen (WWF Research Intern)
9. Eureta Rosenberg (GreenMatter)
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3. OUTCOMES (continue)
3.7.	Working Session 2b: Organisation and Professionalisation Options for
the Environmental Sector
• How to capacitate the NESPF;
• Setting up an inter-SETA forum (perhaps convened
by CATHSSETA);
• Meeting with executives of professional bodies
like SACNASP and EAPASA.
Delegates interested in joining the NESPF were invited
to give their names to Thomas Mathiba (DEA) or
Mike Ward (WESSA). These results were shared in
the final plenary session. Delegates voted to accept
the above, and the Department of Environment Affairs
Lead: Thomas Mathiba, DEA Sector Education, Training
and Development

(Sector Education, Training and Development
Directorate) were asked to lead and explore further
how to capacitate the Forum to play this expanded role.

Scribes: Mike Ward, WESSA and Liz Robson, GreenMatter

These recommendations were presented at the National

Aims:

Environmental Skills Planning Forum meeting on

• Update on the discussions re: organisation and

6 December. The Forum endorsed the initiative and

professionalisation to date
• Make recommendations regarding the way forward
to the main plenary

voted on and agreed by the NESS 2012 participants
in the final plenary were:
Skills Forum (NESPF) under Thomas Mathiba’s direction;
2. Grow the NESPF organically on an inclusive basis;
3.	The NESPF should review its TOR, identify a common
thread and use this as the basis for approaching

• Funding options;

20

to lead on expanding the role of the Forum and its
resources, required for advocacy, among other
roles, as well as the funding options and mode of
engagements, as well as the location of the Forum

1.	Continue to work with the National Environmental

4. The NESPF to explore further:

• The Forum needs to grow organically and be inclusive
• Mr. Thomas Mathiba and Mr. Pandelani Dzhugudzha

Recommendations from the working group that were

strategic partners.

further noted that:

(currently agreed to be under DEA).
• Need of a technical advisor; GreenMatter offered
to bring in external support in the form of a technical
advisory to work with DEA and the Forum, and
with GreenMatter on Organisational Development
in particular.
• Mr. Mathiba and Mr. Dzhugudzha to report back
on the professionalisation drive at the next
Forum meeting.
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3.8.	
Working Session 2c: Building Effective Mentoring Capacity towards
Leadership in Organisations
]

7.	Mentoring is vital if we are to build and ensure
the retention of much needed skills.
8.	Where possible, municipalities should be part of
this initiative.
9.	Notify the SETAs of this initiative (for example
the LGSETA).
10.	
Feedback to Higher education institutions will
also be important.

Lead and Facilitator: Michelle Hiestermann (Mondi

Task Team:

Wetlands Programme)

•

Glenda Raven of WWF coordinates the national
task team.

Scribe: Tanya Layne (SANBI)
•

Other national task team organisations identified

Aim: Provide input into and commit to a process to

so far include those involved in mentoring

strengthen mentoring of young leaders for the sector.

interns and young professionals in a variety of

Actions and Recommendations:
1.	A national task team under the leadership of WWF
has been constituted to provide a coordinating
structure and take the conceptual lead,
2.

Engage with strategic sector partners, and

3.	Work with provincial coordinators to build hubs
of support for mentors to
4.	Share experiences, learn collectively and build
mentor capacity on the ground, and
5.	Develop guidelines for mentoring in the sector
around key themes identified in the session, in
which provincial lead organisations will play a
key role,

contexts, including:
•

The SANBI-led Groen Sebenza Jobs Fund, EWT,
NCC, SANBI, WESSA

•

Strategic partners including DEA, CATHSETA,
SANBI, NWPG, NWTPA.

•

Provincial lead partners are being sought for
many of the provinces.

The above recommendations were presented at the
National Environmental Skills Planning Forum meeting
on 6 December, 2012. The Forum heard that a proposal
has been drafted and partners engaged. More mentors
on the ground are needed; SANBI pledged support to
identify mentors in/for local government. DEA
pledged to assist in identifying leads in provincial

6.	Recognising that interns and young professionals

departments and agencies. Dr Raven was tasked to

present an important opportunity to develop

engage with the existing Inter-SETA Forum. She will also

new leadership for our sector, and that -

convene a meeting in the first week of February 2013.
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3. OUTCOMES (continue)
3.9.	
Working Session 2d: Developing and Strengthening Leadership for
Biodiversity and Sustainability
Recommendations and Way forward:
1.	
Further develop models for leadership (see
GreenMatter infographic).
2. Develop programmes (work with business schools).
3.	
Document leadership development case studies
from the sector.
4.	Support mechanisms for leadership development
in existing ‘leadership’ cadres.
5.	
We agreed that a complexity paradigm is more
suited to our reality. We are committed to deal
with the complex (‘messy’) conditions we face.

Leads: Shafika Isaacs (Lewis Foundation Trustee)
and Harry Biggs (SANParks)
Scribe: Pete Zacharias (Lewis Foundation Trustee)
Aim: Take the conversation on leadership for
biodiversity and sustainability started in October 2011
further, and help the community to further clarify
and share our understandings of and approaches to
leadership and leadership development.

22
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4. EVALUATION
4.1. Method
In addition to valuable unsolicited feedback, the NESS
was formally evaluated against its intended objectives
and general features such as organisation and
communications, quality of speakers, etc. An electronic
questionnaire survey was conducted a week after
the conclusion of the event. A total of 38 responses
were returned. The detailed quantitative analysis
of data is available from www.greeenmatter.co.za.
A summary is presented below.

4.2. Summary of Feedback
“Well organised, relevant and interesting.”
NESS 2012 was described by one delegate as

the summit. Quite a few of the key speakers
were generalists”.

“a superb event” and this was echoed by unsolicited

The greatest majority of survey respondents felt

verbal feedback from several others. Event organisation

that the objectives of NESS 2012 had been met, with

was described as “excellent” by the majority of

some of the narrative comments being: “I feel it did

survey respondents.

achieve its objectives” and “All the objectives were

The following features were described as “good” by
the majority of survey respondents, with “excellent”
the second most common descriptor: facilities,
communications about the event, programme facilitation,
opportunities to participate, choice of programme
content, and the composition of participants.
The quality of session leads and speakers was voted
“good” by a majority of survey respondents, with
the second most common choice “average” followed
by “excellent”. One respondent noted that “More
speakers with a better grasp of environmental
skills and environmental issues would have benefitted

met”; “Good resolutions and outcomes”; “Definitely,
I was impressed. Not just a talk shop!” There were
also differences of opinion; one delegate compared
the event to “COP 17 – a lot of hot air”; and another
indicated they did not know what the objectives
were. (These were shared in the plenaries on both
days of the Summit.)
The fact that some delegates felt that objectives
were met and action outcomes achieved, and others
not, probably relate to different experiences in
different sessions, and/or different views on what
constitutes a useful outcome.
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4. EVALUATION (continue)
Quantified results in relation to each of the NESS

The latter results could be explained by the following

objectives were as follows:

comments on the working sessions: “More work is

• There was exchange of relevant information –
Good, Excellent
• The summit encouraged greater synergy, coordination
and alignment – Good, Excellent, but also a number
of respondents who rated this achievement as
Average – this could be because there was not
strong participation from business and industry at
NESS 2012

needed to capture all the work done between Summits;
and working sessions could be even more focused
on tackling specific problems”; “Workshop time frames
simply too short to achieve anything”; “Improvements
could include more time per session (getting everyone
on the page takes around an hour before getting into
solutions mode)”;and: “It was a productive space;
some sessions would have benefited from greater
prior preparation and more focused invitations for

• Skills development challenges were identified –
Good, Excellent
• NESS contributed to the review and development
of human capital development strategies – Good,
Excellent

relevant delegates to participate”.
A clear indication for future Summits is to resist the
temptation to cover a wider range of topics and to
have fewer sessions, with more time per session,
with even greater attention to the preparation and

• The event showcased successes – Good, Average

selection of session leads, speakers and participants.

• There were opportunities to talk about how to
tackle skills challenges – Good, with an equal number
of votes for Excellent and Average
• It allowed the lobbying and influencing of national
skills planning systems and structures – Good, Average
and Excellent, in that order

24
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5. Way Forward
The outcomes of NESS 2012 were summarised by

to act on the emerging recommendations, and to

the GreenMatter team and presented by identified

prepare another excellent and even improved event.

task leaders to the National Environmental Skills
Planning Forum on 6 December 2012. The conference
committee had earlier identified the Forum as the
body to monitor and coordinate the follow-up
actions and ensure that they are taken forward.

On the nature of participation, it would be important
to broaden participation in the Task Team so as to
ensure greater participation from diverse environmental
fields (with greater emphasis on water, energy and
waste) and from sectors such as business and industry.

At the meeting on 6 December the Forum members
clarified the recommendations including potential
resource requirements and added further actions
where required. Action leads were conformed. Similarly
the tasks they had to work on were confirmed and
documented by DEA. Leads were tasked to report
back to the Forum in this regard at the next Forum
meeting, in March 2013. The quarterly Forum meetings
will be the mechanism for peer accountability and
identification of issues that may prevent progress
with the NESS action outcomes; where there is limited
or no progress, the Forum will identify measures to
rectify the problems, so as to ensure progress.
It was clear from the enthusiasm for and during this
event as well as the evaluation outcomes, that a regular
National Environmental Skills Summit was necessary.
The need for advocacy, coordination and concerted,
coherent action, provided strong calls to action and
seemed to underpin the value of the project, with
clear calls for expanding the participation.
The GreenMatter team will propose to the Forum
and Summit Task Team that the next NESS be held in
the first half of 2014. This will allow for ample time
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6. Further Information and Points of Contact
All Summit presentations and details of outcomes
have been posted on the community platform
www.greenmatter.co.za.
The following are points of contact:
• National Environmental Skills Planning Forum:
Mr Thomas Mathiba, tmathiba@environment.gov.za
• NESS event organisation, marketing, communications
and funding: Ms Chantal Ramcharan-Kotze,
Chantal@greenmatter.co.za
• NESS Programme and Outcomes: Dr Eureta Rosenberg,
Eureta@greenmatter.co.za
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8. Appendices
• Appendix 1: Declaration and Resolutions

• Appendix 2: Evaluation Report (available upon
request)

APPENDIX 1: Declaration and Resolutions
We, the 230 delegates attending the National
Environmental Skills Summit at the Indaba in Fourways,
Johannesburg, on October 30-31, 2012, to
1.	Exchange information on the state of human capital
development for the broader environmental sector,
and future needs;
2.	Provide a platform for environmental stakeholders
to lobby the national skills development structures;
3.	Work towards synergy and alignment , for example
between employers and training providers;
4.	Identify challenges and solutions; showcase successes;
take stock and
5.	Contribute to the on-going development of human
capital development strategies.
Recognising that:
1.	We cannot afford NOT to green South Africa’s
economy;
2.	Inequality, sustainability and skills are all linked
and cannot be addressed sequentially;
3.	Skills needs are pervasive, with similar trends in
sub-sectors e.g. waste, water, biodiversity;
4. We have already made considerable progress,
5.	But sustainability science continues to marginalise
the people dimension,
6.	Opportunities (such as updating the curriculum
with new science) are missed,

7.	Unfilled posts are crippling the public sector, and
unskilled staff impede delivery;
8.	Structural rigidity and management capacity are
part of the systemic problem, and
9.	SA has 6-10 times fewer graduates than we need
to be competitive in the world, and
10.	Solutions relevant to SA include a ‘mixed’ economy
that works for all our people.
11. Tackling all this is a shared responsibility, and
12.	If we had more cohesion in the system, we would
have more impact.
We declare that we need to:
1.	Reach out and engage those who are not here,
get more people involved, to strengthen the few
who are currently working on environmental HCD;
2.	Find ways to collaborate and achieve cohesiveness
across the system;
3.	
M ake explicit the people dimensions in all
sustainability and green economy deliberations
and give skills, education and training a much
stronger status;
4.	
M ove beyond ‘band aid’ actions and drive
fundamental paradigm shifts; do things dramatically
differently; address values and what we stand
for – Martin Luther didn’t say “I have a strategic plan”;
5.	
Design a new system for knowledge creation,
education and learning;
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8. Appendices (continue)
6. Redesign curricula and register new degrees;
7.	Measure universities not on how many graduates
they produce, but on the impact of the graduates
they produce.

5.	Strengthen mentoring of young leaders through
a national task team that will take the conceptual
lead, engage with strategic sector partners, and
work with provincial co-ordinators to build hubs
of support for mentors to share experiences,
learn collectively and develop guidelines for
mentoring in the sector around key themes.

RESOLUTIONS

6.	
Support leadership development in leadership
We resolve that we will:

cadres, engage business schools, share case studies

1.	
Grow the National Environmental Skills Forum

of developing leadership for sustainability and

both organically and strategically, review its
Terms of Reference, engage with SACNASP and
EAPASA and establish an inter-SETA forum.

continue to develop leadership models.
7.	
S trengthen organisations through five task
teams that address: capacity development; the

2.	
Establish a research Community of Practice

benchmarking of best practice; the generation

that includes government departments and

and custodianship of human resources and

universities and has buy-in from all SETA CEOs,

organisational development resources; advocacy;

to set and align a research agenda to improve

monitoring and reporting.

environmental skills intelligence, learning pathways
and occupations.

8.	Identify initiatives to stimulate jobs in the green
economy, facilitate a high level discussion

3.	
Scope, audit and analyse current FET college

involving business, government and civil society

curricula and mainstream green skills into the

and document and share successful projects in

existing subjects, or add a new subject, through

payment for ecosystem services and integration

a task team representing government, NGOs,

of natural capital costs.

industry, service providers and research specialists,
led by DEA and SANBI.
4.	
S trengthen work-integrated learning (WIL)
opportunities for students through databases of
placement opportunities and funding opportunities,
and a WIL Task Team consisting of SETAs, universities
and employers, addressing quality guidelines
and mobilisation of funds.
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